
SugarDaddyMeet Identifies Preferences For
Online Payments Among Top Age Groups

LOS ANGLES, CALIFORNIA, US, October 15, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- SugarDaddyMeet, a

revolutionary online platform for genuine connection, companionship, and romance, has

changed the world with its newly integrated community. After conducting a recent survey of its

members, SugarDaddyMeet is excited to release compiled findings that show which members,

by age group, are most likely to prefer online payments.

Providing the perfect online atmosphere, SugarDaddyMeet surveyed its community of over 3.5

million users from the top 20 richest countries around the world. A platform that has helped

millions connect in real-time maintains an active community across age brackets, which are best

divided into 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, and 45+ age ranges. Online payment preferences correlate

strongly with age due to a variety of factors, which often include consumer preferences,

consumer trust, security, privacy, and hidden fee concerns in the online economy. Each proves a

fundamental factor in the online payment experience, and each SugarDaddyMeet user weighs

these factors differently with a different degree of consideration while transacting online.

The survey had interesting results and found that community users aged 45 years of age or

older preferred to pay online in the United States, United Kingdom, Australia, and Canada.

However, users in the 35-44, 25-34, and 18-24 age brackets were least likely to pay online from

the same countries, respectively. These results paint a picture of SugarDaddyMeet users, and

who other users may meet, share, and connect with on the platform.

To learn more, please visit SugarDaddyMeet.com, which provides a promising experience with

certified sugar daddies and verified babies. Now, the app is available on Google Play.

About SugarDaddyMeet

SugarDaddyMeet is an authentic dating site that allows anyone to explore sugar daddy

relationships and foster real, genuine connections. A full-featured platform, SugarDaddyMeet

connects men and women of all ages, from around the world, who are looking for romance or

love in the digital age.
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